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Aroma refers to all volatile components of a food or beverage, which are in interaction with our olfactory system 
(especially Bulbus olfactorius). The aroma and flavour perception is complemented by retronasal aroma release in the oral 
cavity. The processing of sensory data is highly complex. The stimuli forwarded to our brain influence various regions in 
the brain.1

Hops are the soul of beer. In the last 10 years, hop usage in the brewing industry has changed tremendously. Until then, a 
subtle to moderate hop aroma achieved with kettle additions was standard. Now with the importance of dry hopping and 
very high additions for hop aroma in the brewing process, the need for a sensory hop language is obvious. With the help 
of flavourists and beer sommeliers, we have developed a uniform tasting scheme specifically for hops and hoppy beers 
that works with 12 aroma categories as well as specific aroma attributes. This tasting scheme’s result is a defined and 
comparable aroma profile for the relevant hop variety or beer. This tasting scheme is meant to be a standard language in 
the brewing industry for hops so that an easier comparison of hop varieties and hoppy beers in a sensory context is 
possible.

The main descriptors already help us to define the main aroma and flavour of hop varieties. For a more detailed
description, it is necessary to take a closer look at further attributes present in the flavour. At first glance, there are some
attributes that don’t remind someone of hops, however, all of these were found in one or more hop varieties available.
Intensities of these attributes are to be rated on a scale of 1 to 10. For beer evaluation, additionally other specified
attributes, the overall intensity of aroma and bitterness, bitterness units, bitterness quality, harmony, and body &
mouthfeel can be useful information to describe the overall quality of a hop variety.

Aroma components produce sensory impressions which are referred to as aroma. Not only the relevant stimuli but also 
these sensations can be classified. Both of these factors make it difficult because of the pure abundance of aromas, which 
is why attempts have so far been unsatisfactory. One of the early formulations was completed by Linnaeus (1756) with a 
classification according to the names of plants. All formulations have been working with 4 to 44 categories. In 1968, 
Harper established a characterizing system for the food industry based on 44 different categories. Later on, industry and 
institutes have selected about 160 descriptors that were used more frequently out of a pool of 800. The Harper’s Scale was 
published in 1985 in the Atlas of Odor Character Profiles and is today seen as the standard.2
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Implementing a new tasting scheme takes time to train for hop flavour based on these twelve categories. The tasting
panel should be able to recognize different aromas based on the different descriptors and attributes. Many tools could be
used to help train for each category including practicing with standards and also using real examples of the attributes,
i.e. lemons for citrus.

This tasting scheme can be used in many different situations in the brewery. For customers, this can be used to clarify
the aroma spectrum in hops. For sensory panels, this scheme should be used for profiling hops and beers. Aroma and
taste is encompassed into one intensity rating ranging from 1-10. When tasting hops, 1 should be contain no aroma and
10 should be very intense amongst hop varieties. When tasting beer, intensity should be based on the corresponding
beer style, i.e. American Lager should not be compared to American IPA. Furthermore, additional ratings for beer
should also be rated in intensity. These include hop aroma intensity, hop aroma quality, bitter intensity, bitter quality,
harmony, body and mouthfeel, preference between beers in flight and finally estimated perceived bitterness.

Whole cone and pellet hops are the first step in familiarizing a tasting panel with different hop varieties. This requires
rubbing whole cone hops or using a pestle and mortar for pellets in releasing the aroma effectively. Another effective
method is called “The Kostelecky Method” and can be found on the John I. Haas website.3 For quick evaluations on hop
aroma in dry hopped beers, a cold extraction (tea) should be created. This simulates dry hopping and is completed by
dosing 2 g of hops in 200 ml of water at 20°C for a 30 minute extraction time. This can be completed using tea bags
and/or a French press. The next stage is adding the same amount of hops to a base beer to achieve a quick impression of
how the hops will taste in the beer matrix. These three methods can be completed in a short amount of time and are
effective for training purposes.

Whole cone/Pellet hop analysis

Cold extractions in water and beer

Quick extraction of hop pellets in beer

The importance of using this tasting scheme is so that everyone uses the same vocabulary when talking about hops. The
process to this point has taken a long time to develop and many hop varieties have been categorized according to this
tasting scheme. Three different methods are presented here that can quickly be implemented to characterize hops when
using whole cone and pellet hops in their original form. Furthermore, hop aroma can be evaluated in water or in beer to
predict how the hop aroma will result in the final beer.

Morter and Pestle Kostelecky Method
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